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Introduction
,

wc.

Jtv-5

- There has been a'great deal'of national retiearch over thepast dedade

about the effect, of a wide.variety of,,school service4ariables

3
.relationship to imprbved pupil performance. Research results indi tethat

.the number and lualityfif the professional staff, particularly teache are'

key variables. Such:evidence undoubtedly contributed to.the eventualde
Jr.*.

ment and enactment of two law by the California State Legislature during. \

the last two years. California is the only state, thus far, to have passed

effective legislation making a commission of laymen and educators redponsible

for regUlating teacher edUcation and licensing.1 .In addition, CalifOrnia'has

enacted a law requiting the evaluation-of teachers' performance.2 These

, two laws provide,ah opportunity for the development of clearly definepi
:

entry level standards for beginning:teachers performanceamd for the

continuing,evalua!tion of certificated employees.-
,

The firstof these two laws is known aS the Teacher Pteparation

Licensing LaW of 1970. The lawtprovides for the establishment of an

autonomous commlision of 15 members: Six persons on the commission must be
C

certificated petsonnel Xrom the publib schools; four must be from'accredted

public or privatecolleges or universities iii California; five representing

the law public, are school board men!bers or private citizens. Among the

responsibilities delegated to the c?smission are:

,1Teacher: Preparation and
(See Appendix A.)

2The Stull Act (Statutes
Appendix B.)

Licensing Law of 1970, Section 13114.

of 1971) (See especially Article 5.5,
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1. the 'formulation of'performance-etandards for general teaching

' and educationspecialities;

2.
,

'thedevelopment Of alternative ways to deMonstrate qualifications

for licensing Which vill,allow for individual differences in candidates,

and still,protect againatincampetence;

3. 'the develOpment of objective, independently verifiable standards

of measurement on evaluation off teacher competence.

The second laV, passed in 1972.00 commonly referred to as the:Stull

, Act of 1971., Article 5.5 of the Stull Aci is entitled "EValuatiOn and ,

Assesament of Performance of Certtficated EMiloyees." The law preacribes

a system of objective evaluation guidelines which vill be uniform for all

\school districts in California. The guidelines are to include the follow-
;

ing elements: 3

I. standards of expecte& student progress' in each area of study and

of'techniqUei for the, assehamentofthat.progress;,

2 assessment oicertificat, 'personnel competence/as it relates- .

,to the established standards; and
-

procedures JLxid techniques for:Aecertaining that certificated,

Tersonnel are mainiainflg proper control, and preserving a suitable learn-

ing environment. ,

Tto-tWo laws/require that standn.rs be establidhed for both ney and

exper need teachers to provide for teacher acciountability. To effectively

establi h ccourtability, it is clear to'the Commission for Teacher Prep-

'aration and c nsing that further, research is required to identify the

necessary entry level skills of beginning teachers. Once the skills

3op. cit.
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. ,necessary for successful teaching have been identified, thevcan- be used

to improve the quality\of teacher preparation programs; :Tiie.requirementa
.

for specialist instruction (advanced preParation), credentials, and an ,1

array of subprofessional classroom positions can be, determined based on

the skills necessary for teachers.

Statement of the ProSlem

The state currently licenses teachers basea on completion of a set

of college courses and'student teaching. There is growing interest, howeve,

1.13 atteWing to reduce the inferential leap inherent in the aSsumption that

coursework capped toff by a practicum,produces a person ready to be licensed

as a teacher.

It-is, therefore, proposed that a baseline list of. entry level skills

°be developed. This would enable currently existing teacher preparation

programs to became much more specific. For example, if a teacher candidate

'is-able to diagnose a child's reading problem correctly, and this act IS

observed by a college supervisor of a school district.cooperating

teacher, then one can be reasonably certain the candidate understands the .

process of diagnosing reading problems. The normal procedure of-certifying
,

"knowledge" about reading diaiposis via a written test in the College,.

classroom bas thus.been supplemented by an actual or simulated performance

by the candidate, and one Can safely say the inferenttal leap abo'ut the

Candidate'd ability to diagnose a reading problem has been Substantially

/'reduced.

_The research7problem is to identify those teacher comptencies which '

contribute most tb elementary pupils' cognitive and affective achievement.
- .



If this can be dOne, the informationOill be used to:

1.. Develop techniquesrthe'evaluation and assessment of the

perfOrmance Of certificated teaching personnel;
a

2. Examine relationships between"teacher behavior pAnd pupil growth

at grades.tvothrough six.and to use this information as a basis for

modifying teacher preparation requirements;

3! Make the ieaeher perforMance expectations Of Community-school'

districts and teacher preparation institutions more congruent with each

other and with demonstrated relationships to pupil growth;

, 4. Identity those teaching competencies related to teacher verbal

ability which have resulted in teacher verbal ability emerging as a con-

sistent predictor of pupil achievement.

5. Use the above to define baseline entry level skills for:

a. eginning teacher'performance;

b. specidlist teacher performance.(baseline plus);

c. snbprofessional (cireer ladder) performance "(baseline minus);

d. evilnation and assessment of the performance of experienced

certificated emplOyees throUghout their careers.

Activities and:Methodology

A Preliminary.EValnation.audy lids organized in three phases to.

accomplish the'folloving:

1. Identify the community-school,district goafs of those districts

cooperating in the study;

2. Identify the instructional Objectives of those teacher preparation

institutions which send tahers into that commUnitY=school district;



3. Collect descriptive data on candidates preparing to enter teaching

for the flrst time, including verbal abilities and subject'area knowledge

tests. Observe each beginning teacher On at least three occasions' using .

a specially developed observatio'n instrument. Reaffirm the reliability of

the observation instrument.by observing a second set of teachera.

4 Isolate those competencies and akils'demonstrated by teachers

vho are selected as *huperior teachers bytheir peers and by other school

service personnel. This group will be given a verbal ability test. 'In

addition, they will be observed using the specially develOped obserVation

instrument.

5. ,Examine any significant variance between high and loW pupil

achievement. Examine the demonstrated competencies of the teadhers who

taught them. Pupils in boththe new and the experienced teacher's

classes,will be tested.ieveral times each year on schievement in reading.

Roth cognitive and.affeCtive objectives will be developed froth community

school district Educational goals'. These identified institutional objecT

tives vill be further tested and observed.

6. Establish a list of entry level skills forbeginning teaCher

candidates.

I 7. CoMpare and refine the entry list of skills based on the expec,

tations and goals of school district and teacher preparation institutions.

.8. Compare the entry lint of skills against observed competencies

of'expert teachers selected by the peer nomination process.

, 9. Evaluate the procedure by pretest and post-test achievement

examinations of pupils or beginning and expert teachers.

Phase-I involved the basic planning and develeOmental activities.
S.

8
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J7hases II and:III involved additional testing.and interpretation of the
' b

independent variables isolated in phase I.

(Outline.of the Tasks.Involving:lbase I

N'
Phase I was designed to identify teacher variables through systematic

investigation of the stated objectiVeu of school district and teacher

Preparation institutions and an in-depth analysis of the literature.

Top priority variables wee to be isolated. Then existing measurements

were io be adopted new instruments Were to be developed, field tested,

and revised. Student teachers raiom coOperating teacher training.instituttons

ruld then be suppled and their background knowledge and'indil.d

teristiCs identified. Those student teachers in the sample who took jobs

in urban and rural schools in California would then be included in, the studY
_

sample during the following two years.

Task*I ,IDEVELOP FREIJMINARY REEARCH DEIGN.

1.
. Secure outside expertise tO improve the quality of.the researeh'

design.

.2. Determine protedure for.selecting teacher sample.

Task II FREPARE PERT CHART OF REMAINING PHASE I ACTIVITIES

1. PERT Chart to-indicate,activkties.within tasks-and their appro
4 .?-

priate interdependenes.
$.

2. Use PIRT Chart A. daity project management to assure that all

development, production, and delively requirements are met.'

Talk III REVIEW OF THE LITARATURE
.

1. Extract from literatAe those articles which relate directly to
,

i I 4

'rteacher competencies and pupil achieTement.

- 6 -
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Task IV DEVEMP EDUCATIONAL GOALS WITH CUENT,DISTRICT.
C.

1. Identify educationaI-goals:in--thoSe school district that have

committed positions for new teachers for-1973 - 1974, ,

2. Use a "forged-choice" Process in-order to rank these goals.

tf.

Task V IDENTIFY THE MIAIMUk OBJECTIVES OF
pARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS FOR

CANDIDATES TO RECEIVE A RECOMMENDATION FOR CERTIFICATION,
4

1. Ask institution-1Y to develdp al.ist of objectives expected oi°their

candidates.

Task VI' DEVELOP COMPETENCT FROM C
OBJECTIVES.

Y DISTRICT COAIS AND INSTITUTIONAL

1. Categorize institutional objectives-under community-school district
,goals to determined the degree of congruency.

2. When institutional objectives do not include the higher ranking

Community-school.dis rict goals, the institutions wouldsbe expected to develop

theca:

asurable competencies which are consistent with the goals and

' objectives, would be identified.

4. Competencies abstracted frau related'research

ability) would be required on the list .of priorities.

1

e.g. teacher verbal

5. A seleCt group of teacher trainers and isChool district PersOnnel

would review refine, and establish a set of priorities for the ist of

identified competencies.

6. Written tests and observational instrumen tz measure the

competencies votild be adopted, adapted, or develp as f.iscri'be in

Task VII.

Task VII THE SELECTION OF MEASUREMENT

1.. A.test vill be developed to measure those competencies rated im-
z:Th, .portant by community-school districts.

T.
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2. A test will be developed to measure those objectives and'skills

considered important to teacii candidates.by teache'r preParation fnstutions.

3. A-Verbal ability te t-will bey,developed to be administered to

beginning and exPerienced teachers..

4 A multiple,Aubject test, or single subject tesOof teacher knowledge

in their area of specialization will be
o

developed to be admibistered to

, fl-beginningtchers.

1 !
5. A test of knowledge_of s.the process' used to teach reading at the

.elementary level will be developed to be administered to beginning teachefs.

6. An instrument to gathe pertinent demogrphic data.such as

education, sex, race, age, etc.,mill be developea td be ad-
.

ministrated to beginning and experience& teachers.

exPerience

7.. Inst nts to measure cognitive and affective ofjectives will be

\ ";,.
.

_developed,to be :." . stered to pupils. -
' ,..

A clasroom observation instrument will be-developed to record

telanher behavior within categorieg. InCluded within this instrument vill be'

pehaviors relth io teacher,verbal ability.

NOTE: The development of measures of teacher behavior Ma
its application to'techniques in the classroom is of particular

°*iinportance.' Thus, the diagnosis and selectionof alternate
paths ll'or pupil learning and ..tho evalitation of pupil per-
formance goals warrants additional emphasis. Alt ough p;aper
and pencil test cAn be uttlized, -a special effort to develop
skills will be included. In-depth case studies nd the analys0
of individual videotioes,for micro-teaching will be utilized.
Extensive classroom ObserAtion would be rehuired to assess
teacher behavior.

Task VIII PRE TEST SPECIALLY DESIGNEb MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS.. 4 .

1. Measurement instruments would be pre-tested by discussion, with

potential respo ndents and pilot testing under-quasi-experimental conditions;

aNappropriate.

(
4044
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2. Ihstrumentwwill be pro-testedand modified as necessary to'assure

an aceeptable final product.

3. ,The pre7test for classro

classroom'oryideotaped'simulation situations.

Task a' DEVELOP DATA ANALYSTSPIM

:
r-1. Coniidenation will be given t,arioe statistical techniques for

-data analysis.

serVation instruments may involved

/

-/ -
,2. Regression nA.lys1s may be employed to determine the,degree to which

student performaace can ht predicted'from teacher trainingi characterietics

or behavior.. Analysis of variance (or multf-variant analybis of variance)

may be used°to determine differences between beginning aild,experienced"

3. Planned data aoalysld will determine:

-1

a$ Characteristics of both beginning,And;:eXp rienced'teachers

teachers.

which significantly affect student M411 ement,
'.,. I , ')

-4

b. those teachers whose puPils, as a4tcrup*, achieve 'he most,
,
s

.i, 40,:.
c. benaviorl of teachers,whose pupilS show the greatest gains,

d. relationships.betveen thd-identiried expectations regarding
.

'effetive teacher behavior andithe Measured success of

teginning teachers in the claSsroom,

e. relationships between the identified expectations regarding

effective teacher behavioi and the knowledge learned and
. .

utilized in the classroom by beginning teachers,

f. othe'degree to which tdacheri maintain into the second year of

teaching behaviors which have been determined-to be related to

student achievement.

A

----dr
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, Task X DATA min* DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

1. A comptiter data system will be developed to faCiliiate data storage, ,

editing, retrieval, and analysis. '

2. This task will entail planning, develpment, and systems design for

all computer-'related aspectsof'Task XIX, and preliminary systesia deSign'and

.development activities that vOuld be continued in Phase III.

34 proce4ure for tallying, coding, editing datayill be developed in

conjunction with a.master &ata file formai. Computer programs will also be

selected or written and debugged, as necessary.

4. The T011oving minimum objectives will be met for,Task X.

a. Ease of maintenance and updating of the data base,

.b. ability to.restructure the data base, if.necessary,

c. flexibility vith respect to changes in editing requirements,

d. responsiveness tO queries with a minimum of ad hoc programming,

e. Provision Of flexible Procedurea and software for planned and

unexpected analyses.

5. Although,the computer software system Cannpt be speCified until

Task X is'underway, it is anticipated that one system of comP latible softwale

would be developed that would ehcomp.ase data conversions, data editing, error
.

resolution data retrieval, and analysis. Software necessary to convert,and

date would probably have tp be written, bUt available programs ,can be,used or

adapted Tor ftle building, updating, data retrieval, and analysis.

Tasie XI SELECT SAMPLE OF TEACHERS

1. Select a sufficient number of teacher candidates to provide an adequate

nuaber of teachers in each Cell in the sampliwdedign after exclusion of those

teachers not obtaining jobs.in the targeted California School System:

2. Assess for each teacher and sc4o1 those critical variables not

13
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included in the sampling design, such as.verbal ability and socio-economic

status. Thefie variables will 1:le included in the data for Phase II and

Phase III data analysis. ,

Task XII COLIECT AND PROCESS BASELIBELDATA.

1. Collect any baseline data that would have to obtained prior to,the

'start of Phase II. -If the student teacher sampling involver stratification

on certain teacher characteristics, this information will be collected from

records and/or test data during Task II.

N
2. , Additional information on teacher characteristics and backgroUnd

will be collected after the sample is drawn to provide base line data for

measuring change and for drawing compar ble samples of experienced teachers

for Task'XIV.

3. Data would permit compsrison of beginning teachers with student

teachers not placed in the target population of California schools.- Differences,

between these samples may help tc identify criteria which school districts

apply, explicitly or tspliCitly, in selecting future beginning teachers.

Task XIII COORDINATE WITH SCHOOLS AND SEIECT SAMPLE OF EXPERIENCED TEACHERS.

1. Contact superintendent of employing.school districts during the

last six months of Phase I.

2. Include the following incentives far cooperation:

a. Developed objectives apd student achievement indicatore to

assist participating schools in future evaluation of all

certified personnel.

b. Participation by teachers and'administrators in the project

.would constitute a form of in-service training in identifying

critical teacher competencies.

1 1.



c. Participation, 'would be acknawledge in published reports.

Task XIV INTERIM OUTSIDE EVALUATION/AUDIT

le17outside experi consultants would provide technical advice at key-

points in the project.

2: Evaluative procedures, either an.audit or_general procedural

evaluationofali phases of.the project, would be condueted by an outside

consultant or subcontractor independent of the C f . ssion and other sub-

contractors. The purpose of the audit 'would be to verify that the con-

tractor and subcontractor had fulfilled their commitment.

Task XV PREPARE INTERIM REPORT ON PHASE I ACTIVITIES

1. An I4terim Report would summarize Phase I activities.

2. This report would include sufficient information for an eval-

uation Of the research design, and the tentative data analynis plans, and

an assessment of the measurement instruments.

3. The RepOrt would present evidence regarding the cooperation obtained

from school districts and teacher groups and indicate the adequacy of the

selected teacher sample interims of the research design.

Planning and Develapment Activities for Phase II and III

In Phases II and III teacher and.atudent_variables will be assessed in

cooperating school districts. Beginning teachers will be compared with teachers

having several years of successful experience, and with teachers identified

througWa forced choice nomination of both teacher peers and other school

servicepersonnel. TOe experienced teachers will be selected at the same

school, or,district, in which the beginninA teachers identified in Phase II

will be assessed aver a two-year period. For beginning teachers in Phase III,

the assessment would encompass.one year. Pupil gains would be related to

12 -
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competencies of beginning teachers and this dila will be compared to the

:data generalited from the experienced teacher group.
:4

Population ok Phase II

ApproXimately 400 teachers would, be included in the Phase II assessment,

half beginning teachers, and half eXperienced teachers. With a teacher-Pupil

ratio of approximately 30 to 1, it 1.6estimited that 12,000 pupils will,

participate in Phase II. it is hoped that classes would provide representation
Ais. 0

from such varied teaching settings as: -urb and suburban; rural including

migrant; monolingual bilingual; disadvantageit; representative raciar'grOups;.

and varying economic backgrounds..

Time Periods for Phase II and III

Phase II covers the 1973 - 1974 period Of the.project, the fitst ypar of

, -the testing period. Phase III covers the 1974 - 1975 period, the secoridyear

of-the testing period. The individual Tasks for Phase II and Phase III can-,

.not be determined in detail until planning in Phase I is underway. The'folibw-'

ing timetable of Tasks is anticipated for Phase ir and III..

Timetable for Phase II and Phase III

Tasks I Prepare PERT Chart of the activities for each Phase.
(This task is similar to and would extend the PERT
Chart prepared in Phase I, Task II)

Task II Continue data system design and development. (Data
system design and development initiated in Task X of
Phase I would be continued and expanded as necessary
for Phase II and Phase III.)

Task III Orient schoo] ulministrators incipals, and professional teacher
groups.

Task IV Prepare for fall 1973 data.

Task V Collect and edit fall 1973 data.

Task VI Prepare for skinks 1974 data collection.

1 t
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Task VII Collect and,edit spring 1974 data.

Ta6k VIII Analyze 1973. - 1974 data.

Taak IX Peview 1973 - 1974 data and prepare Interisi Report.

t1240K Prepare Interim Elialuation/Audit.

IVTask XI .Modify.assesament tndanalYsia plans.
. ,

Task XII Modify measurement'instrtiments or techniques Is *

.Task XIII -.Taik VrI Task XIIII - XVII will be similar
above) but for the 1974 - 1975 school year.

Task XVIII - Final Report.

Tasks XIX - Final evaluation/audit.

.1
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SECTION II

Introduction

In October 1972 the Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing

was'asked by the Office of Economic Opportunity to hold a conferende involving

educational researchers, teactter educators, educational administrItorS,, and

'others.who might be affect bylthe study, to review the entire existingAesign

of the study prior to final Subilssion_of a document to 0E0 for further
/

'funding:

This conference was held On February 20, 21 and 22, 1973 in Sacramento,

''California. Educational consultants to the conference included

Dr. Walter Borg, Utah State'University

Dr. Fred Braun, University of Hawaii

Dr. Robert Bush, Stanford Research andoDevelopment Center'

DT. LeelTonbach, Stanford. Unitersity

Dr. William FIsher, Superintendent of Schools, Orinda
s

Dr. Robert Gagne, Center-Behavioral Sciences, Stanrord

Dr. John Goodlad, Dean, Graduate School of Education, u.r.L.A.

. Dr. HerOld C Hunt, Harvard University

Dr. Charles Johnson, University of California, Berkeley

Dr. Hail Marderosian, University of Massachusetts

Dr. Barak Rosenshine, University of Illinois

Dr. Nick Silvaroli, Arizona State University,

Dr. Henry Levin,'Stanford University

Dr. Marcus Foster, Superintendent, Oakland City,Unified Schdols

For a complete list of conference attendees, see Appendix C.

1 3
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CONFEFrENCE REAPONSIBILITY

The Commission assigned the primary responsibility fOr the conference

to the ExecUtive Secretary of the CommisSion, Dr. George Gustafson. He was
0

emplowered to secmre advisory and consulting service to plan the conference.

PUrther, with the advice and consent of the Commission he was empowered to

secure the beat available consultants to ensure the achievement of the

conferencelbbjectives.

CONFERENCROVERVIEW

Co erence consultants were asked/Ito respond to a set of questions

concern! the proposed study design.% detal.led analysis of the responses

"from the co sultants a need to synthesize tlie responSes in a manner

gruent with the Design Conference work schedule. Two

emerged from theanalysis, namely Pupil Performance and

con-

keyreas of oncern

Tehc er Performance.

e consultantsFurther,'delineation of key elements of concern to

indicated that soCioeconomic factor

and the inntructional organit,

resources (both human and material),..

ted more directly to PUpil Per4orman,

while overall schOol school district expectations, teacher

verbal ability, communication skills,sprofessional,training, academicbackr

ground,and socio-economic factors relatedmore directly to,teacher performance.

An overview of the critical issues was prepared prior to the conference,

to avoid the possibility of prejudicing the conferenceloutcomes with a detail-

ing of the variableh in.the above listed elements of concern.

This.approach minimized contamination of the elements and issues to be

considered at the conference and maximized the potential for comprehensive:,

consideration of all aspects of teacher Performance. FUrther, this approach

permitted the ronsultants tO explore many avenues worthy of consideration re-

I :)*,
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late& to teacher preparation and licensing. Finally, this procedure optimized
,

'

the provision to the 'Commission of a broad spectrum of relevant suggestions

from the consultants to tmprove both the project'design and the resUltng

study.

However, ths consultants did consider certain issues which were of

critical importance to the Commission. Theie issues were: .

PUpil Performance:
\\

1. What socio-eco'nomic data should be gathered on PiaPi101 Why?

2. What generic performance measures should be utilized; normative,
criterion reference or both?

3. Should the study belimited to one or more types of instructional
organization, e.g. dself-contained classropm team teaching situations,
large groups, small 'groups, tutorial or others?

Teacher Performance:

1. What verbal and communicative skills are important in a learning
situation which inspires, fosters and achieves maximum pupil
achievement?

2. What, if any, specific academic background,-4ncluding subjects
studied and/or grades attained, impatts negatively or positively
on demonstrated teacher competence?

3. What socio-economic factors, if any, tmpact negatively or positively
On demonstrated teacher competency/

4 What specific expectations do Teacher Preparation Institutions.have in
relation to teaching competency/

5. What .spetffic exit skilldehould Teacher Preparation Institutione re7
quire ot graduates?

6. 11oi can significant behavioral characteristics of teachers whose
stuients achieve a high degree performance be documented?

7. Hci can criteria regarding behavioral characteristics he established?

8. What,effect does the organizational strutture of a school have on
teacher performance?

9. What impatt do wary, fring benefits, cost per pupil and other
systemic variables have on teacher performance?

10 What impact do stated school district expectations have on teacher
performance?

0 e1



11. What impact doeS the/degree of congruence betlieen the stated
expectations and the actual operational environment have on
teacher lierformince? ,
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CTION III

CONFERENCE FINDINGS

. The conference Participants were'divided into touryorking groups or

committee. Each committee met individually to consider.the issues of major

concern to the Commission. Each committee then let with each of the other

committees to sUmmarize and further review:their discusiaons. A summary

report, prepared by each,committee, tnacates-the thinking of the committee0.

regarding the proposeddesign and the Major issues of the confidence.

Tbe four comeittees were designated; teaCher performance committee,

pupil performance committee, sChool district expectationa of pupil per-

formanCe assessment committee, and teacher preparation institutions' ex-

pectations.

.Final Conference Report froM TEACHER PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE

The .probability of complete success in identifying,, measuring, and.

evaluating teacher behaviors was questioned by several members of the teacher

performance phase coimittee at the outset of the meeting. Nevertheleis, the

committee concluded that the present system of,teacher certification is in-

effective and counterproductive to the educational needs of California and

the nation and that a study'leading to a more equitable system is both

justified and needed. For.example, the processof codification of effective

teacher behaviors vould have national implications, since it wOuld advance

the knowledge of teacher performance. It may also provide a potential to

increase student aChievement. Even minimal success would justify the time,

talent and revenue to research an alternative approach to the present system.

The committee also felt'that the study is justified for it would provide the

vehicle to correlate and synthesize other bodies,of information related to

2 2.
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teacher behavior and student achievement whInhteretofore have had a

limited impact on Ithe training and licensing of teachers. In addition,
4

.the study is needed=to comply with theqnandate ok the Ryan Act.

/ lrThe teacher performance phase camnittee diScussed'other areas of'the

lined below.
study. The general arepts of discussion are

\'
1.A Should specific standards-be

black, students, for e
reading if their'general
for it?

,A

2. Should the educationk goals of the blacks be adjusted to the
specific talents individuals.demonstrate? As one member put

" it, "should we expect high jumpers out of runners?"

sed upon the poor, i.e., should
e eXpeCted to achieve Skills in
tiO61 level, hasn't prepared then

There was discussion pursuent to a sng6iition that there shouldbe a system
of,in-service.training for teaChers. Teacher'interns would be assigned to Particularly'effective teachers

to work with and be tutored by themtor a period of time; this
procedure7would be.as a prerequisite for licensing similar to
the system used by the Medical Profession.

Some Specific Areas of Concerpayere;

1. ilair should the study be sequenced so that knowledge gained
in the preliminary-stages could be most effectively used?

2. What combination of research Methodology is likely to provide
the best results?

3. What observational instruments can best measure teacher
diagnostic skills and communication abilities' since both were
considered tmportant to the study/

4. Where'and under what conditions should information be gathered
to provide for the greatest probability of securing the goals
desired?

In response to the original proposal and the specific areas of concern

by the members of the teacher performance'phase, eight banic observations

were made.

1. One of the intenteV2 the proposed study was to i late and
identify positive tiaher behaviors. Since it wa believed thatthis information is more,likely to be found by ob erving experienéed
rather than inesperienced teachers, initial emphaSis shoulebe placed

23.
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on observing the experienCed teachers'.

2. Environmental and other fattors affecting student.ac,hievement in
low incOme areas may be uniqu different than those in other "areas. Therefore, research hould attempt to compare(and contraSt
student achievement data in lw incase schools with sdhoo1s in
other areas: '

,
.

based data sho41d be collected on all factors related to
teacher behaviOr. Therefore; there should be a redution in the
the number of teachers to be observed, as propoeyed in the ..riginal

. design, and,an eitension oh the amount of observatiorv and/or
experimental data collected on each.

,In'the interest of reducing redundancy and discovering the best
available means of isolating possible components which may be
observable in teacher behavior, an exaaination correlation and
synthesis of appropriate %literature should be conducted early in
the design.

5. Although a compilation of significant factors which predictably
lead to student achievement in reading may be the,destred object-.

.

ive, it vas recommended that initially a broader arraydof teacher.
aviors be examinedl :44ore than one and not more than three
eas'should be siN0 'Three possible areas fo . examination are:

reading, mathiati d comiunication arts.

6. Districts selectidthis deed:pay should be drawn from a random
sampling of:those distriCts whichiprovide for a reasonable chance
of success. Some attempt should be made to Codify those districts
where positive teacher behaviors seem.to be present: Random samp-
ling from this group Would then be conducted to gather data.

7. To insure accuracy and to provide for possible re-examination of,
data, video and aadio tapes 'should be iis'ed.

8. One focus of the etudY should be.to attempt to identify precisely
those coMponents,of communication skills, if any, which affect
positiveli teacher behavior and student achievemedts.

It was thejudgment of the members of the teacher performance phase

/-
that the,original design has merit. To maximize the effectiveness and to

minimize the variables in the design, a concurrent proposal was offered to

phase it in.

PHASE I INSTRUCTIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES AFFECTING STUDENT
ACHIEVEMIEMS

There should be a concentrated attempt to examine all possible

variables affecting student achievement. Every conceivable system of analysis

2,1
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should be employed, Including; an NeminatiOn, correlation anol_s;nthesis of

,the 115erature in thlofield,.experimental
and,operational studies; systems

,
- for collecting data on the socio-economic status of students andadhprs;

administrators' attitudes and values; evaluation studies of mi courses;

larger institutional training Programs; and commonly accepted principle-in

educational texts.

The initial study shOuld be contentrated in the tough areas where real

problems:exist. Teams of evaluators equipped with video.and audio tapes

shbUld spend a significant period of ti4lin these regioni. Attsptp should

be Made to isolate those instances wherwositive teacher behavi and high

'student achievement seem to be present. StudiesihbUldhe conducted tb de-7..
termine the variables and causal conneobns tOPA)ositiveAtudent achievements.

PHASE II.-TEACEYR TRAINING

The design. for Phase II is contingent upon the outdome of Phase I. If

it'can be determined that certain environmental or teacher behavior components

affect student achievemAnts, then teacher training institutions woulci be

encouraged, possibly through accredidation standards, to incorporate these
V

4findings into their,training units. New teachers or retrained Old teachers

'would be observed to determine if they have developed the teacher 1?ehavior \-1

characterist cs desired{

PHASE III THE LINNUNG OFITEACHYR BEHAVIORS'TO STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT CRITERIONS

Measurement studies wouldAbe conducted to determine if neWly acquired

teacher'behaVibrs ayfect student achievements.

PHASE IV SETTINO AND APPLICATION OF LICENSING STANDARDS

Findings from the three phaset would then be the basis for fashioning,

standards fOr licensing teachers.

2.5



zinal Conference Repoae5fr:m PUPIL PROGRESS COmMITAE
. , til

The group which focustd upon the pupil progress phase

study concentrai.ed its efforts upon a critical analysis Of
4

design "andithe identification of general pupil perf.---, oe

Of the proposed,

the prelimd

measurements

which couldSerVe as a guide in the development of more specific asseSsment,

Section - St}4Design

The,pupil progressgroup has attempted to inc,9tporate ,many of the

suggestions which were, proposed by the other three conference .phase grOups

we have however\:, used as our frame of ieference the relationship of the

,proposals to pupdprogress as the basis for the following recommended desiga.

,

The pupil progress Iroup believes that an undertaking of this size will

require more than theAwentymfour months that :in's swigested in the original

proposal. We Aldo believe that this project is a.beginning for a.continuous

evaluation system that wi prOjide the Commissidnwitti.information upon

which the licensing proceduFes can remain dynamid.

' We propose six phasesto our design whicIVincorporate and expand the0

suggestions proposed by the Other three conference phase groups. The pupil

progress group has limited the dependent Variables in the deSign to reading

performance, as many of the behaviors used in teaching reading do replicate

themselves in other.relationships with,children.

The terminology which identifies each of the six phases has been taken

from the proposal'suggested'by conference phase group four which .eMploys the

followingterms; discrepancy analysis, casual analysis; identification of'

variable which most strongly affects reading performance, program Modification,

validation of program, and establishment of licensing standards.

We.propOse that,in the discrepancy analysis phase that a thorough review

:of the literature be made, and that the instructional and environmental

,
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It achieyement.be tdentiffed and categorized.

!ied, a survey of available inStruments fo4

7 these variables to student 'aChievement should

should-assess teacher behavior in relation to

esament procedure should include a pre and post

n the studyShould include both new tind experienced

tion should contain 44 age range of children from

udent population should also contain &large

hildremibutchildren fram other income groups

resented.

edures havebeen established and administrated,-
.

the design should begin. This phase should

iCh-will analyze as Willy relationship as possible.

variables should place emphasis upon teacher

(e.g\,....jeA, Basal Readers, Phonics, ,

:lude an analysis of the data dealing with

ition of reading0-and attitudes towards reading.,

identify those teaching behaviors which most

mance. This list of teaching behavior6 should

Aiming institutions vho vill in,turn establish.

Lese skills in their graduates.

4her training program will necessitate a one

tudy will be,a replication of the design using

ng the modified teacher training program and a

the second study will provide the CoMmiasion

2 7
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Vith data for mallng recommendations and modifications in teacher licensing

standards.'
SIL

Section. II -.Pupil-Performance Adsesament 4

The following.comsments and recommendations are madeconcerning the

measurement of pupil performance and progresi as a part-of-the proposed.

study:,

1. Importance:

However comprehensive Or elegant the dedign of a study of teaehltr,

competencies May turn dut.to be the measures of pupil peformance

which art chosen and used vill be'critical to the success of the
-

study. These measures are seen, after All, as the criteria in

terms of which the validity of various teacher competencied is to be

assessed. 'They must therefore be convincing to all concerned as

indicators-of vhat pupils have learned.

B. Criterion-based Measures

It is our strong recommendation that the instruments employed to :

assess pupil performance be criterion based, and not norm based.

t is to saY, these)measures Should be inherently credible as

ect indicators of what-puOils are capable of doing as a result of.

instruetioh. For purposes of this stUdy, there is no reason that

scores on performance measures be related to norms, vhethermational

norms or local norms. In fact, there iike proba4y:good rennons not to

present the'data in terms of norms, in order to avoid the -

possibility of school or district'Comparisons.

C. District Expectations,

Once student.performance objectives haVe been tentatively identified,

district personnel Should be given the opportunity of reVieving them, Ito

2 3
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and of Commenting upon any gross discrepancies that may appear

between district expectations and study plans for these dimensions

of student performance. Participating districts should, of course,

agree that the objectives do represent their expectations; if not,

they dhould decide not to participate. TO be sure, districts may

have additional objectives for pupil perfOrmance, and it should

'be underdtood that this fact wili not interfere vith the pro-,

secution Of the study.

D. Suggested Pupil Performances

_sr..

We suggest the following dimensiona of pupil performance relevant

to the area of readipg activity; (1) Reeding.perforMance.

(2) Positive attitude toward reading, and.(3) Application cif

reading. These are further sub-divided and defined as follows:

a. Reading performaPce should include the categories of reading

conprehension and word decoding.

Conprehension is defined as the child's ability to underdtand

the meaning of expository and fictional material, using words

generally considered to be within his experience and in his

. oral vocabulary. Comprehension includes the understanding of

printed materials in other areas of the curriculum.

Word decoding is defined as the ability to pronounce aloud

printed words, familiar or unfamiliar.

b. Positive attitude toward readi .migkrt be measured in a number

of vays. The following are hgetea as indicators:

1. When given the opportunity to choose activities, the child

voluntarily selects a book for reading (e.g., vhen entering 4

class in the morning, after recess, during "free time," etc.)

- 2t) -



2. Children spontaneously join one another or form into small

groups to read to One another to'ahare illustrationa or to'
.

help one another with vocabulary.

3. Children Voluntarily ahare information, or exPress feelings

or ideas with others-about material which they have read.

4. Children bring reading materials to share with others in

class.

5. Children Choose reading as a way of getting information

(en opposed to listening and/or other means).

C. Application or reading provides ameasure of the generalizable

-2

use of reading &ills. It is defined as the ability to use the

moaning of printed material to accomplish a variety of purpose-

ful activities. Suggested possibilities for measurement are-to

determine whether the child can follow directions to assemble

a boy, successfully play a gaae after reading therules, and use'

labels, captions and charts as he works in an activity.

trhe astsertion is made that'data on Application and Attitude

may be more adequately collected by-means other than paper

and pencil instruments. While tradionally we have been pri*.;!---

marily concerned with reading comprehension performance, we

need to give at least equal emphasis to the development of

positive attitudes and the ability to apply reading competence

irCpi;actical ways.
10
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Final Conference Report from SCHOOL DISIRICT ,EXPECTATIONS OF PUPIL
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE

It vas rtcognized at the outset that the prescribed frame of reference

fOr responding to the series of proposed critical issues v6uld require a

disciplined effort to-de-emphasize but not exclude other points of view.

This grcup vas of the opinion that the study shOuld focus primarily

on the children of the poor. Primarily does not mean exclusively nor does

it prescribe a fixed quantitative amount. It reCognized that children may only

be seen in a spectrum of other children. This requires then, a reasonable

inclusion of other than poor children. both for perspective and comparison.

Without this, cause effect relationships-which discriminate between teacher

behaviors resulting in performance:of variouspupil typologies are unlikely

to be demonstrated.

Opte socio-economic status will be a major consideration, attention

must also be devOted to bilingual, multilingual, and,cross-cultural con-

sideTations.The tether's occupationamd mother's educational level were

considered to be significant. If these factors are to be considered realis-

tically, the study must focus on the "the child" and the source of data

must include data secured in the home rather than arbitrary assignment to

a statistitally established group.

In this way data about functional language, income and education,

cultural identity and affiliation, extra and pre-school adVantages Should

be secured.

Measurement of pupil performance for the purpose of:establishing re-c

quired teacher-competencies shouldprefetentially rely on criterion reference

\meaBures. This recOmMendation should not limit operation tif the study

Lmplementor or the right of the Commission to report to the public.

3 1



The Uaterial by Tyler, iyans, Coleman, and Jenks are believed to be

valued resources.

The measurement instrument selection procedure should include participation

by rel,vant representatives of the local unit.

The group strongly urges matching or.equating fOr class size, human,

physical, and instructional resources And organisational, patterns and reg-

illations.

té methods andsamples used must be strongly supOOTtive of the

credential criteria requirement setting responsibility of the Commission.

Teachers Should eXhibit the ikills required to communicate'effectively

with children and community members. These Skills must include: those

required to establish the teacher as a model communicator in standard English,

diagnostician, and prescriber, And applicator of required learning experiences.

teacher's academiOaCkground of one kins was not considered to be

more valuable than those ok another's, but'llking the eleaentato be taught

both as a child and adult'is considered significant. Academic.background

in remedial reading and areas of general support of remedial reading is

considered to be advantageous.

The school district expects teachers to possess experiences and be-

haviors which enhance empathy toward, understanding of, and communication with

parents and other members of the comuunity who represent the spectrum of

adults among whom, the pupils exist.

It is also expected that the teacher preparation institution will

provide personnel trained to a degree of Successful practive of,those be-

haviors.requisite to the production ofdesired pupil performance.

The district will only accept documented obseriration of the required:-

teacher behaviors. Evidence of completion of courses no longerlass

3')
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It is recommended that these behavior's he documented on the basis of

observations, and of'traTing experiences in programs which cover a period

of five years of teacher preparation. These programs should produce confident,

competetent, caring teachers prepared for the successful practive of the

teaching profession.

Competence is considered to include those behaviors consistent with

successful pupil performance in the beginning stages of reading, and

developmental reading. Possession of technical behaviors in remedial

learning, listening_tkills, and management of learning environments was

considered to be essential to the production of desured pupil performance.

To these ends, data Should be collected:which describes the degree of teacher
A

empathy, knowledge of word attack skills, techniques of diagnosis and

prescription, functional levels of cognitive activity and interpersonal

Skills. The teacher preparation institutions dhoUld adequately screen and

counsel and provide a background vbich vill promote the continued maintenance

of health and vigor ,of their teacher trainees. The teacher preparation

institutions must provide the district vith a documented list of additional

required professional behaviors to be provided through in-service programs.

It must be re-emphasized that documented observations of teacher behaviors

must be field based Screening and selection might include considerations

of the degree to which prospective teachers remember their ova childhood

experiences, their capaZity for humor, ahd their persuasive ability. It id

considered essential that there be cooperative programs between the district

, and teacher preparation:institution which promote the acquisition of additional

\
desirable teacher behaviors or the refinement of those possessed.

The study of levels of school aUpport of teacher i)ehaviors should

penetrate below the level of statistical assignment of dollar resources to

- 30
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the level of aiailable prOducts: and serVices.

The school district empects those behaviors in begiaing teachers

mbich'are basic to successful pupil performance. The school district

recognizes its responsibility to provide; in cooperation with the teacher

.raining institutions; those experienced teacher behaviors mbich May be

missing and to refine those in need,of further development.

Sq
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Final dOnference Report from TEACBIR FREPARATIOR IRST
EXPECTATIONL CONNITME

It waS agreed by all participants that the Commission had a responsibility

to carry out,the mandates of the Ryan Act, and that the Beginning Teacher

EValuation Study should give it a place to start by defining what competencieg.

teacher preparation institutions ought to use in preparing teachers tp

effectively instruct elementdry children in reading.

Institutional representatives on this Tommittee object to that portion

af the study that called for identifying teacher preparation institutions'

expectations of their students in advance on the basis that wbat institutions

are currently doing_inthis regard is irrelevant to the study and could only

lead to a list of discrepancies, proving:little. The consensus agreement of

the group was tilat "advance expectations.'" shauld be eliminated fram the

study.

Having dispensed with the "advance expectations portion''af thesstudy;,

participants attempted to re-design the study, borrowing freedly tlie ideas,

and inputs gained fram themeetings held with other committees. The

following is an abstract of the recommended steps presented on the ensuing -

pages. The consultants from the teacher performance committee participated'

generously in a special session with representwtives of this committee in *the

development of this document.

Abstract

1. Eliminate the part of the study calling for institutional

'expectancies.

-s 2. Select an "N". of new and experienced teachers.

3. Collect, 40r thePupils, all Pertinent SES, environmental, and

performance data.

3 "ti
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4.. Analyze the causal factors existent in those classes where

general high schievement vas reported, identifying in those classes

the high SES achievers, and the low SES achievers.

Also analyze the causal factors existent in those claases.vhere

general low/achievement was reported, identifying in those classes

'high SR3 achievers, and thelOw SR3 achievere.

5. Sift out a.list of causal factors that seem to be present in the

behavior of the successful teachers, and repert them to teacher

preparatory institution's.

6. Expect those teacher preparation institutions using the study's

competencies tcvestablish an'evaluation-feedbatk-corrective process.

7. Expect those teacher preparation institutions not using the reported

ccmpetencies, to establish a list ft their Own, With rationale and

also includean evaluation-feedback-Corrective process.

8. Apply the reisults Of the study totheoCcomission's two major

areas of concernaccreditation and licensing:

. Introduction

This proposed conprehensive study of teaching is an important:under-

taking. Its design draws upon the best resources, knowledge and skills-

available. But miracles frcm it must not be eXpected. It;vould be unrealistic

to expect this study to provide a clear Unequivocal factual base for a

radically new and different set of licensing atandards. Instant- and signif-

icant resulta are unlikely. We can realistically.expect some modest con-i

tkibution toward establishing better standards:thanve now have. There.is

Undeniably a widespread and strongdissatisfactionawith cUrrent standards

lot' licensing teachers, and there is a rising emphasis to attempt to define
4

vsuc*.standards in behavioral termswhile experienc to date suggests.that

proggess toward this Nmrthmhile goal vill be difficult and slow, we have

during the past made same progressl.

33 -
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It 18 'important to continue the search so that we will have something

more than tradition and special interest as abase for our standards.

7he Concept of the Design

This proposal describes a research and development strategywhith

may be expected to have two major consequences: (1) the plan described

here will.provide information relevant to,be not necessarily definitive

for establishing criteria for the licensing of teachers; (2) the plan will

stimulate modification of and-innovations in.teacher training programs

directed to improving teacher competence.

This plan combines a variety Of researa techniques and strategies.

Its purpose is.to identify those competencies Of teachers which affect

significant changes in students, especitliy in important areasfot in-

,
struction, and specifically, in helping stlidents to learn to read.

Step I -- Discrepancy Analysis. Locating Schools and Teachers Demon-

strably Effective in Producing Student Learning.

The first tasks Is to identify schools which are remarkably effective

'in influencing student ' learning irrespective of Where their students are

when they enter a phase Of _their education. To idenWy these schools we,

propose the folldwing procedures: Using the test data gathered regularly

in California, perform a regression analysis in which scores at a later
\

grades.re regressed on scores at,an eariier.grde. This analysis tan be

portrayed in Figure 2. Schools which fail above the.regression line

(solid line in Figure 2) are schools in which the meanor average per-

form'ance,of sttgents in that school exceed the statistical expectations
,

for their performance 1n coiMparison:i0 other schools, ::School A's Students

(see Figure 2) schored on tbe-aVerage the sameas School 13'.s students at the
4.

first testing," At the second testing, however, School A'S studentswere



performing significantly better than School B/s_studeqs. School' A should

be studied to determine what it is doing to influence student learning.

The analysis performed at this step identifies such schools. We also

recommend that schoolistricts involved in this study nominate schools

which they think are affecting student learning significantly.
,

The schools noMinated together vith the'schdola identified in the

g

regression analis are selected to iy.entify teachers vithin them ytose students

are achieving significantly. 'These teacher's are identified by thestatistical

and nomination procedures described above.

Step 2 -- Identifying Factors Affecting Student Performance.

(2) In the second step, several procedures are used'to identify

factors influencing stUdent performance. Firsts, a statistical analysis

is p formed to partial out andito study the interactions among those

factors other than teacher performance which may be influencing student,

achievement.

Two lineof investigation are proposed to identify these factors.

Befoxle either of these procedures is used, however, it is necessary to:

conceptualize those teacher behaviors likely, as-inferred from previous

research and experience, to influence student learning._We recommend

that,a task force be created'to develop this conceptualization.

This conceptualization is.then used to analyzethose components of

teaching skill which diTferentiate,more effective teachers from those who

are achieving expected or "average":results. A seband statistical analysis,

is made to determine what other factors, such as those associated 'with the

haMe and-community of the students; the,characteristics of classes, and

staff, the organiZational climate Of the school and its protals,

3 3
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curriculum,-materiils, and facilities affect studeni-perforince and interact

with teacher performance.

(b) At the same time, tpis conceptualization Is used as the basis
,

of experithental studies in which teachers are trained on skills hypo,
464

thesized to,be influential on learning tcFread. These studies hive two

purposes: (1) to study how to train teachers to enaft the skills and

to.study the effects of tht use of the skills on'Students' learning,
4

to read.

yhen:teich

tha are likely

ert hive bien identified 0,,Fdteiehiltetkills identified

Alive an effect on children's learning tb read, case .

".

studies in, depth should be made of.the most effective teachers and

schools where children aap learning'tOriad. The stUdies will also pro-
47.dia.

'

vice additiOnallpformation on the factors ip the school ind,commte&V which

mike for effective learning and teaching.

Step 3 ---Progrmn Modification

The results of thtstatisticil analysis and the experimental and

case studies is a list of.competencies which weredelived irom

of the teaching o hers whose students Verc learning to read veil and

.frcm experimental studies of specific teaching skills. The list of thete

competencies and information about ways.to help teachers acquire these'

dkillis is sent to the ccaleges and universities.,

The colleges andUniirersitie6 must then-provide evidence that their

"'students are acquiring these dills Or evidence thatthey are mOdi*ing
.

their programs so they vill'acquire these skills.

Step 4 =- Field Evaluation A follow-up of beginhetg,teachers.

The students who have demonstrated before beginning to teach that they

have the requisite skills are then followed into the classrooms to stuci.

40
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teaChing on childrftn's reading skills. At this point

S is repeated.

lt
lie study is afield_ dation of the utility of

--which have been acquled. It provides addi ional

dlls necessary to tWeach ng

Yr Licensing and Accredita on/ApproVal.

(!rl.ved from these sources, the list of com-v

) ,,cuch reading is gradually refined. At the time that the

lough to indicate that these teachin:uperformances are

.conditions they are_criticeal and how they'are in-

Al the school and cconunity, they can be the basis for

competence. Further these experimental studies

ad follow-up will provide information to develop

standards.

:CS OF THE RESEARCH DESIGN

.s not spelled outilere.' What follows it suggestive

will proceed.

TiS

m this model is largely what is proposed in the

! first step is an analysis (regression) which

hose students are achie4ing well in reading and those

of their 3nitial reading performance. This type Of

in Figure 3 where the mean scores for four teachers'

Own.

Teachers A and B and of Teachers C and D began on the

oint in the fall. But students of,Teachers A and D

erage above what would be expected by spring. A full

teachers represented, would identify all of those

- 38 -
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teacher's whose students are ptrforming better aneless well than expected

("expected" is &statistical concept: this regression analysis is

pclitdiction).

The teachers identified in this iray are compared. In essence, we ask
4

what is Teaher A doing that makes him or her more effective.

Causal ysis

The second step (refer to Figure 1) is a causal analysis of those

factors which discriminate teachers who fall aboVe tht line from those.who

2fall below. At this point It is necessary to determine yhat factors other

than the teachers' competence may be accountingior the differences in

student achievement. Such factors as those associated With home and

community, composition of classes, chaYacteristics of the staff and

school, and of programs and facilities must be related to'these differences.

When the'influence of these factors is partialled out, a group of classes

(teachers.with classes) is identified yhere the differences in student

achievement may be reasonably attributed to differences in teachers' skills0

These teachers.are then studied to identifY those skills which dis-

tinguish the more successful frcm the less successful teachers. How this

analysis may proceed is described in the following section. The result of

the analysis at this is a list of competencies.

Since one of 1e most important features Of this design is the

identification of teaching competencies that are associaied yith student

performance, we describe in detail how this analysis might be made. We

make no brief for all the details since many of these are negotiable We

wish to communicate the possibilities that this kind of analysis has,-and

its style.

4 2
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Figure 3

A REGRESSION MUM OF THIRD GRADE READIM HOMES

So
FALL
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Figure i.

A Model of the Analysis to be made to Find Differences in Teaching Skill
Associated lath Differences in Pupil Achievement

Experienced Teachers

Oac*a,who achieved

Beginning Teachers

Pupils Teachers who did not
achieve well with:

High SES Low SES LoieSES High BIZ
Pupils 'Pupils Avila , Pupils

1Xperienced
leachers

Beginning
Teachers:,

it B

Groups of Teachers

I A I B II A II B

t A I B II A ' II B

Independent

Variables

4 1,
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The steps in conducting-an analysis of differences in teaching

caspetence are: (See Figure 4)
t-

1. Select two samples: (1) EXperienced teachers and (2) Beginning

teachers.

Ekperienced teachers are included tO identify those competencies

they possess which effect achievement. 'Those experienced teachers

can then be compared 'with beginning teachers to determine if there
e

is a diti*eneein competencies between Experienced and Beginning

teachera..
.

In additiOn,' new teachers must be included in the study because:

(1) the study originally focused on beginning teachers (this in

one of the contraints), (2) beginning teachers may lack those

competencies which produce achievement, and (3) teacher training

inatituOanisclaim to be preparing beginning teachers who
,.

posseSiOOSOCaspetencies which effect achievement of children,
when', st.41iY;e.re not preparing such teacht:rs a can-

pirison of experienced and beginning teachers would determine

this.

2. The dependent variable is achievement in reading. Achievement in

reading can be determined from standardized tests which measure

comprehension (including decoding skills and vocabulary develop-

ment). In addition, pupils' attitudes%taward reading should be

included'as part of the dependent variable.

Low 8E8 children generalkif score poorly\an standardized tests.

Thus, many educators object to using standardized testS to assess

low 8E8 children. Howeverothe objective,of the school is to

teach low HS .children. Standardized tests will determine how well

they have acquired reading ability as compared to the, general

pupil population:. In addition, teachers are attempting to teach
.>
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these children a reading curriculum that is geared to the general

population. Stated another way, the teachera are attempting to

"acculturate" law SESichildren to the reading habits and,Rkills

'of the general population. Thus, standardized tests are recommended

as the instrument to measure the dependent variable;

3. Experienced and Beginnineteachers will be compared on the follow-

ing independent Variables. Note that eight groups of teachers will

be examined'(see the diagram of the specific design).

Teacher PersonaIitY Variables

Sex

.Bace.

lierbal Ability

-o-!Attitude toward themselves

Attitude toward children

etc.
.s

Teacher Classroom Behavior Variables

Competencies determined through an examination,

of the'literature and an examination of teacher

behavior in the classroom

Curriculum Variables

struCture

amount of time spent teaching reading

materials

an
etc.

4 (i
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Institutional Variables

Size of school

Interaction of faculty
f

In-service training-program

etc.

Curriculum and Institutional variables should be separated from teacher

personality and teacher classroaa behavior variables. This.woUld identify

those teachers who possess the competencies of successful teacher, but who

are pot effecting achievement because"Of curriculum and institutional

contraints.

Finally, theiniamber of independent variables is infinite. A problem-'t

of the study-i6,0"determine which variables to include. Therefoie, a

thorough review of the literature must be conducted. Also, a pilot study

strongly recommended.

THE EXPERIMENTAL pEASE

The purposes of the experimental phase are:

1. To obtain cause-effect evidence on teacher behavior variables that

have shown promise in cOrrelational and causal-cOmparative resealki.

2. To explore the effects of teacher behaviors that are nOt likely'to

occur naturally in the behavioral repertoire of te4411046 who

jotnot received training that focuses upon these behaviora,

behaviors would not show up in the initial phases of the'research:

Opd would be overlooked if the experimental phase we're not includea.

, Procedures

These studies would typically employ pre-post cOntrol group eXperimental

designs in which the independent variables would be specific teacher behavior.

patterns or strategies and the dependent variables would be pupil perfovnrmage:

4 7
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measures. Although carried out in the field, these,studies would employ

reasonably tight controls and would be carried out with small teacher samples.

Experimental treatments would involve teaCher training dsing for the

most part instructional modules that are already 'available. 1Tested modules

such as those that have been developed in the protocol materials projects,

and at the regional laboratories and R. te.D. Centers would be deed.

It seems likely that a series of such studies would be needed to

achieve the purposes of this phase. These studies, however, would be

carried out simultaneously. Thus, this phase could be completed in a

relatively short time and at modest cost.

CASE STUDY --(Individual'Subject Design Phase)

The purposes of'this phaSe are:

1:\ To gain insights into variables operating in the district, the

school and the individual classroom that may have an effect.upon

learfter performance.- It seems.likely that many variables that

would not show up in the other phases:might be found because of

the depth possible'in the case study approach.

2. To eAplore,inter-pdpil performance differences within a given

classroom in order, to identify possibleyreasons why puplis of

similar capacity respond diffitehtOthe sake teacher,and to'
,

. /.
what

on'the:surtaciv,,i0oulld,:apPear;tO,,Im'a Aimiqa.r.:claift3i.6611m. F

environment.. Stich .Colpra*Ontilhould provide evideneeabout:the
A

inner strdcture Of,the'ellikinoriodik,-that will make a subatantial

contribution to the overall project.

ProCedures

The approach would involve a few,experienced and perceptive invea-
,

tigators who would devote large blocks,of time to looking in depth at the

4 ci
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A

overall educational environment.°

r
In order that this phase might provide evidence in addition to insights,

ve,propose that each investigator identify pairs of children in a given

classroom for official observation: EaC6Dair would include a child who

achieving well and a child of comparable ability and past performance who fe,

achieviz poorly. Singlesubject research design (such as employed in ex-

periiental inychology and described in Sidman's book, TactiCs of Scientific

Research) would be =Played to compare these children. Investigators would

select several Rairo-otrah44ren,-amd would replicate.as needed to test the

stability of tre':

CONCLUSION

behavibrt.fAtterns that emerge.

The model then has several attractiVe features.- First, it yieldajn

formation an teaching competencies which are 'aSsociatedwith differences

dtudent achievement. 'Second, it gives the cglléges and universities infor-

mation on the performance of their graduates...\_Tbird, it holds tie colleges

.and universities accountable for MOdifyi or improving their programsthitt

is realistic, practical and manageable. Fourth,: it provides data,contin-

uously on the pei-formance of graduates which' may be used to develop criteria

for identifying effective programs. Fifth, it continuallY tests hypatheses

about teaching competence.. Sixth it yields information about other factors

that influence perfoxmaice.

4(3'
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Results Df Meeting of Califoipieducation Organization Representatives,
.Commissioners, and staff

The followas:commentS and responses were received during the,general

meeting of the CoOmmission representatives, contractors and institutions and

education organization repieeentatives from California.

Dr. Charles JOhnson, University of Georgia, College of Educationi,

.relayed their experiencep in Atlanta when an eveluation.of an Atlanta

reading program was undertaken. He stated that it was his experience that:.

_there are problems with.msking test results public. Also, the teachers and

.,..
principals must knoweXaOtAr how the evaluation is being admiaistered.

. , , ., - .: ,.,: ,.,: .4.!

RaDul Teichlet, CalffOrnia Federation of Teachers, feels that.there
.

will be total cooperation at the district level with the teachers as 1,/&7-

seParate the reSeEirch activity from evaluation and clearly identify the

tieMe of reference for the tj'achers thatthey are part of something. If,

this project is undertaken as an evaluation there may be less cooperatiod,..

J. Alden Vanderpool, of the California Teachers Assoitiationcommended

the,Commission for the way in whj.ch they obtalned the consensus or, an outsi'd

.2 group with regard to their studyd.esign. He Stated, that he would be willing-

to igcalTiMend,7to CTA's state Council and Board of Governorw if need be that

teachers cooperate. He stated that it will talc0:7a-.Yery great er6rt to get

, the understanding.thatyill be necessarj to:Make-A project like this work.

'liafeguard must be that the teachers cannot be Volunteeree to work,on
!

.:4

c'
ect.,:-They must volunteer of their own accord. without having any

reSsure applied to them. Some releade frois the teaching%load

gl.lekto.tnose.who partioipate inbhis study, whether in the form

'time tr same relief fram additional district responsibilities.
,

to be some assurance that the contractor will talk the project '

cite

-
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over with the teacher asSociations at the appropriate Caimmittee or other
1,

levels so that understanding results, and no teacher -woo volunteers becomeg

a target for any kind of outside pressure. He, also feels it is necessary

that (tomednes"watchdog" overthe projeCt. This should be saMeone who bath the

Cammission and the district trusts and shouiTMr"outside the contracting'

agency.

Ta6L-Beddon, ACSA,.Cbairman, Committee of professional Preparation and

Credentials stated that the approach .thebammission is taking shows great

pramise.: He'would, however,.have to see'the final design,before any

endorsement could be made. If the safe-guards are there in terms Of in-
. .

, .

'Yvolyement of districts and associations, and being aSsured that the project

Would be on a volunteer basis, he feels tfiat his associatión'iroUld be willing'

to cooperate in this kind of Program.

John Baird; California Univefsity and Colleges, stated that he feels

that he can report'tothe Chance or an&the Deant of Education that they

will tibt have the problems that y have'foreseen and that the'Commission

and the conferees seem to be working toward 4 mutualIacceptable "solution to

what appears to be a rather difficult problem.

Lei{Cain; Boal of IruSteesicall,rornia:State UniVersities and Colleges

;feels that the st4Ocwill be endorsed but that it ehould be remembered that

there is a certain ani6unt of campus autonaMy and the campus must understand

the cooperation aspect.

O.C.E.T., stated that he felt there would be'twa questions
1 ,4

raised by the California'Council on the Education of Teachers: (1) the

relationship of the researCh to Public policy. (2) will"the universities

and-college campus cooperate in the study? In 1969, the research material

5 1



6.

available in teacher education was studied. There Vs now a pretty broaa

acceptance that teacher behavior is a source for teacher education. If the

research design really offers some answers thertWill. be ho diffieUlty with

cooperatiOn. However, if it looks like a project-that:will get'little

result, there may,not be much

Robert N. Burh,,,Stanford
4

stetedtEat unless you can go

,

intere6t

University Research and Development Center

out into the schoolSand get them to collab-
.

4orate in thit efforti there can be no succesb. a, He feels that the COmmisSion.

will be able .to bring the groups together in this'effort as-collaborators.

He feels that in theoriginal design and the suggebtions Made for Modification
"

there.is noterfough'built in0-continuous -systematic feedback ;and that -it is
N

'important that more be built into the 'design.

Charles Johnson stated that another important consideration-is-who

administers the measurement inStruments in the classroom. He suggested that

even though it is terribly costly it may be necessary for'outsiders to ad-
,

minister the instruments.

The possibility of release time or same other form of.relief. from

/
teacher responsibilities Vas discussed.. it vas felt that this is extremely'

imPrtant th'et If a design was presented that had a release time "actor

built in, there wOuld be,conSiderable objection. HOwever, if some help in the

4

:admiriistration'of the,teating and eyaivation instruments'yas provided, there

would be no objection.

Mrs. Paulette ,iohnson, an.elementary'ttacher dn the Commisidon, .stated

that:she was_very,enthusiaStic and with the sUPport of her

. principal would be inclined to yolunteer for the project. However, she

feels it important that the parents be informed as to what iS happening.with

regard to the study.

VI'
,%
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9. Thatthe overall debign should identify the causal factors related

to thoseaitilations where high and low achievement occurs.

10. That the atady should measure more than the student achieveMentin

reading skills. Most felt that the higher cognitive areas should

'also be included.

11. That pre-tests, post-tests and delayed post-tests of student

2 reading should,be conducted.

, 12. That pupil reading performances should be evaluated by the follow-

.

ing-factorst

a.- Assessment of comprehension..

b: Determination of.student's attitudes tOward learzOlg.

c. The degree tocwhich students:apply reading.

13. That same part of theTstudy must be concerned with the,teaching

of reading in bilingual, multi-lingual and cross-:Cultural Situations.

14. That in order to secure yerifiable economic information about parents

the study will haVe to go'directly to the home.

15. That a statistical analysis should be conducted to determineWhat

factorS -other than teacher behavior influence student,achieVement.

Factors associated With the home, the community, the individual

perSonality of a given class, the faculty and the organizational

climate Of a Specific school need to be examined. In additionr 'Such

aspects as programmed curriculum materials and,school facilities

as they affect and interact with teacher performance4ihould be
.

included in this study.

That once teachers and teacher skills have been lzdentified as

having positive effects qn student achievement individual in-

depth case studiee should be conducted.

itt

5 3
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,

1 . That studies should'be conducted to measure if-newly acquired

teaching behavior affects.student achievement.

17. .That since teacher behavicir and student. achievement ate related_

tO socio-ecohomic considerations, sChool district expeCtattons

and-teacher preparation, these areas also need to be incptperated;

in this research7design.

Aat the'study shOuld focus on the children:or the poor., w01

including other'socio-economic groups to,providee.sharper Com--

parison.

:CCRRE1ATION, SUMMARY, AND SYNTHESIS OF CONFERENCE-FINDINGS

Detailed examination of the transcripts of this Conference revealed

that there were twenty-seVen areas of geheral agreement and four areas

of disagreement

A. Areas of General Agreement-

1: That the study is needed:',
4

a. To correlate and synthesize existing studies in the --red of

teacher behavior and student achievement:

b. To provide information ih the, area of competency based teaciler

evaluation. IP

c. To cctly with the mandate of the'Ryap ACt,,

2: That apPropriate literature should be examinedin order to determine

what type of teacher behavior shOuldbe.inyestigated and what systenis'

A
should be used to evaluate student'.achievement.

3.; That a teacher's.diagriostit4ilisties a4d coMMunication. skills should
,

be fnCludedin the,study. Thus, a'aysteMThi deterMing and measuring

the com :ents in each area should be.devised.

7
,

4. That evaluation methods'should include.experimentai, observational

and paper and pencil instruments. These instruments need to be de-
,

signed and/or adapted in order to measure teacher behavior and

- 51 - 411.
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and student achievement.
%

5. Tnat a system of identifying those teacher behaviors which most
,

strongly affected reading performance be constructed..1b

6. That.data should be collected which describes the degree of empathy,

cognitive activity, and skills in interperson-' -,!lations of the

teachers involved in. this study.

7. That an effort should be'made to identif .Ausal factors that

are eXhibited in the performance of successful teachers.

8. That a need exists to determine the techniques used with lower

income groups which enable them to reach higher levels o%achieve-

ment.

19. That the portion of the study calling for identificatioh of teacher

preparation institution's expectations for their candidates.vas im-

portant to the study.

I.
20. That teacher training should be competency based and not based-on how

much one knows, about skills.,

21. That school districts should assist in developing_the list of. skills

that applicants should.demorstrate upon entry into the profession.

22. That teacher training institutions should be encouraged toAdevelop

programs of study which would incorporate the data collected-in this

research.

23. That the overall design should include validation systems, and provide

use of computers, video and audio tapes.

24. That the *udy should proceed in separate stages. Suggested stages were

the gathering, and synthesizing of information, the,application

and testing of information the altering pf teacher preparations and the

adoption of these standards to.thelicensing of teachers. All these,,areas

5 5
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were considered vital to the overall design.

B. Areas of Disagreement

v.

1. Whether the ttddy should compare experience with inexperience

and/or effective With ineffective teaching.

2. :Whether selected.?districts
or ilpdividual doheols and teachers

4

districts and 6eachers4o1be used in this study.

a. dne proposal was a random study of those districts which

seem to have a propensity toward high student aChievement:

ghould be used as targets for the Study.

whether the instrument.mmployed to atisess pupil performance be
v

criterion-based, r normHbased. Some advocated both,

4.. two different procedured very 'suggested for lectidh of.school

The propdnents of this position contend'that such,a system,

would eliminate politics and/or etbarrassmentto the par-
e.

ticipants in thelesign.

'b. A second proposal Was to establish.a system of comparative

testing coupled with the nominationiof.schoO1S and teachers

by peer institutions.. The proponents ofAhis position con-

tend that this would provide greater accuracV the de-

' termination of those schools and teachers Which have the

ireatest er,rdt.t of student achievement.



Conference Findings Oh the Characteristics Necessary For Positive
Teaching Behavior

,
.

1. Teachers should ekhibit the skills necess y to communicate effectively

1r
with other people.

6
2. Teachers should be'model communicators of a standard American English.

,

3. Teachers should enjoy the material being taught:

4. Evidence qf completion of courses sh not be the only,means for

establishing criteria for effective teaching.
\

5. -The teacher should be a warig-_i24 caring human being.
.

6. The teacher should possess the Skills necessary to handle the remed_

' learner. Stress should be put on the development of listening skills

in a variety of leArning environments.

The teacher nhould have a command of word attack skills.

8. The teacher should be a diagnostician of learning problems apd be able

to-prescribe solutions to-solve those problems.

9. The teacher should be able to identify and develop levels of'both the

student's Cognitive and affectiveibehavior.

10. The teacher shOpld be skillecein human relations and be able to handle

interpersonal conflicts.

11. The teacher should be a diagnOstician, preScriber and applicator of a

creative learning experience.

12. A teacher should be compatible with the local coMmunity in which he or

she teaches and should understand the socio-economic conditions of the

parents in the local school district in which he or she teaches.

13. The local school and community should recognize that the support of
*

the teacher is a primary facior in the:teacher's success.

41`
14. The teacher should demonstrate knowledge in the use of a variety of teaching

methods En order to be able to deal with a wide 'range of classroom

uations. 5 7
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Oonference Findings for Alternative Designs (Submitted By Phases 1, 11 am

The teacher performance Committee structured a four-step design: These

foUr steps were (A) Instructional and environmental variables affecting stu-
,'

dent achievement; (B) Teacher training; (D) The linking of teacher behaviors

to 'student achievement criterions; and (D)' The application and establishment

of teacher licensing standards.

Step Instructional and Environmental Variables Affecting Student AchieVement

1. Examine literature and develop a list.of individual factors re-

lated to effective teacher behavior and student achievement.

2. Discover districts in lower socio-economic areas where student-

achievement is relatively high. Use a random system to de-

termine which of these districts should be included in the

study.

3. Focus on the experienced effective teacher in these selected

districts.

4. Create both observational instruments and experimental instru-

ments to examine all factors affecting student achievement in

. low sociO-econamic areas.

5. Establish a,task force ofobservers equipPed with audio and

video equipment, to observe for%pecific periods ef time in

these.assigned districts in order to sift out positive per!.

fOrmance factors.

6. Use every conceiVable system to gather additional data including

observational and experimental studies evaluations studies of

mini-courses run by larger institutional training programs, and

case studies ofeffectiVe teachers-with positive behavior.,

5 3
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7. After completion of this,study in the lower socio-economic

districts) a similar study would be conducted in other areas.

Comparison and contrast of findings would then be conducted to

determine if there are any significant differenCes between

positive teacher behavior in the lower socio-economic districts

and other areas. Audio and video tapes Vould be re-examined
,

td assist in verifying these findings.

.Step B: Teacher Training

1. The design of Phase II would be contingent upon the outcome of

Phase I.

2.- Teacher training institutions would be encouraged, poselbly-

through changes in 6tate accreditation standards .to incoporate

these findings into their training institutions.

Step C:

Experimental studies, mini-training workshops, case studies, and

possible internship systems vould be studied to determine the

best approaches to trdining new teachers to develop these de-

sired skills.

4. The retraining of experienced teachers would be observedsto de-

termine if they have developed the positive teacher characteristics

desired.

Ihe Linking of Teacher Behaviors to Student Achievement Criterions

1. Measurement studies would be conducted to determine if newly

aquired teacher behaviors affected student achievement.

2. Post-student achievement records WI )e examined in order to

observe if those students taught by inexperienced teachers in the

designated districts had tmproved. The findings of this study

wOuld be cOmpared with student achievement records in the same

Or similar districts. This would be done in order to eee if

5 9
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differences existed in those classes taught bypnewly training
0

teachers who possessed the desired behavioral characteristics.

Step D: The Application and Establishment of Teacher Licensing Standards

1. If the results of the previous three phases warrant it rilinimum

standards for teacher licensing would be recommended.

2. Measurement systems would be developed to determine if newly
4--

trained teacher candidates possess those minimum standayds de-.

sired.

3. Licensing would be contingent upon a candidate's demonstrated

abilities in the in the areas identified by these studies.

Pupil Progress Design

The pupil,progress committee structured a design with Rix steps. The steps

were:, (A) Discrepancy analysis, (B) Causal analysis; (C) Identification of

variables strongly affecting reading performance; (D) Ftogram modification;

(E) Validation of programs; and (F) Establishment of licensing standards.

Step A: Discrepancy Analysis

1. A. thorough review of the literature would be made.

2. Instructional and environmental variables which affect student

achievement would be identified and categorized.

3. A survey of available instruments for assessing the relationship

of these variables to students achievement would be pursued.

4 Instruments would be selected which would assess teacher be-

havior in relationship to reading performance.

5. Pre-test, post-test, amd delayed post-test measurement of

0 students would be undertaken.,

6. Teacher population in the study would include both new and

,experienced.teachers.

6 0
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8. Student population would include a large group segment of

low income children. Children from other income groups would

also be adequately represented.

Step; : Causal Analysis

1. A factorial design examining as many relationships as possible

would be established.

2. Instructional analysis would place emphasis upon teacher b'e-

h vior and reading approaches.

3. St dent performance would include an analysis of the:data::

dealing with reading comprehension, application of rea4ing,

and attitudes towards reading.

Step,C: Identification Of Variables Strongly Affecting Reading Performance..

1. The causal analysis would identify those teaching behaViors vhieh-

most strongly affect reading performance..

Step D: Program Modification

1. Teacher training institutioneyould be asked to establish

programs that would develipp..theile.Adesired skills in their,

graduates.

Step E: Validation Of Programs

1. A one year.field etudy would be necessary to validate these'

findings.

2. This field study would be a replication *of the depignepploying

recent teaeher graduates completing the modified :teaeher train-

ing programs and a control Aroup,

Step F: Establishment Of Licensing St_pndards

1. The results of the secondetudy would proVide the CommisSion with

data for making recommendations and modificatione in teacher

licensing standards.



1.

TeacIler Preparation Institutions Design

A five step system was developed by the Teacher Preparation Institutions

Comiittee. Steps were! (A) Discrepancy analysis; (B) Identifying factors

affecting student performance; (C) Program modification; (D) Field Eval-
%

uation; and (E) Criteria of licensing and accreditation -- approval.

Step A: Discrepancy Analysis

1. The first task would be-to identify schools whiah are re-

markably.effective in influencing the learning of students

irrespective of where the students were when they entered

this phase of their education.

2. Perform a regressi6n analysis.of tesfdata gathered regularly

in California. (See.procedure in original design.)

3. Those schools in, which-student's perform significantly better

would be selected for this study.
1

4. School districts evaluated in this study would nominate th'Ose

schools which they feel are af ng student learning signi-

ficantly.

Nominated sChools and identified schools Would be selected to

identify -those teachers Whose students are achieving,signi-

ficantly better.

Identi6ing Factors Affecting Student Performance
,

.-003t:katistical analysis would be performed to identify and to
. .

Oudythe"interactions among those factors other thian teacher

:-perfOrMance which may be influ ncing st -4achievement.

ONadk Force would be develop to conceptualize the teacher

-,behaVior likely to influenc student-achievement by examining

-Previous research and experience.

6 .2
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3. This conceptualization would *then?be used to analyze the

components Of teaching skills which ,eifferentiate the more

effective..teachers from.those4eachers achieving-"average"
4

results.

4 A Statistical analydis yo4d,be made to determine iflother

factors affeci Student performance ana interact with teadher
.;

performance.

5. This conceptualization would be used as the basis for experimental

studies in which teachers are trained in developing the skills

found to be influential in a pupil's learning to read.

6. In-depth case studies woUld be.gade of those schools and tkose

effective teacherS %/hose ch dren arellearning to read.

irStep C: Program Modification

1. A list identifying the competencies of the.more effective

_teachers would be develo

2. This informational list of competency skills, along with

suggestions to help teachers acquire those skills wbuld be

sent to colleges and universities which train .ieachers.r

3. -Those colleges and universities.may,then be asked to provide

evidence that their students are working to acquire these'skills.

At a later dite, those teacher training institutions 'will be

aske4 r present evidenOe that,they aTe modifying their progragi

to iffitui4e that future teachers acquire these skills.

Step De Field Evaluation

1. The students who have demonstrated before beginning to teach

that they have4the requisite skill, could be foilowedinto the

40 classroom to study the effects of teaching on thesechildren's

reading Skills. At this point the cyrle Of analysis would be

6 3
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,repeated.

E: Criteria Tor Licensing And Act tion Approval,

4

1. The list of competencies-
gradually refined.

2.. Whenever neW eVidencei
. ,,.that,additional skills are.

critical, 'these would-b6,7.tea*jtlf found' significant, tse
new competenCies will he.,,the 4i&ror

future licensing and
,

teachers accredatio5..r.-/
,

6,1
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APPENDI A -- Section 13111tof Teacher Preparation and Licensing
, Law of 1970. 4 .

e-

13114 -.- The duties of.the commission shaIlfbe tg,implement this chapier,_
.

. ..

. -to establish and promulgate siantilVds and procedureti for certifing ed.-.
't

ucational personn4 as qUaAfied for a license to practice in the publiC
.

,

, ... . . . .

slhoOls of California,'and.to-support,.
facilitate, and delineate functions

i

and Programs Of preparation for theteaching.profession.

The CoMmiasion, consistent with the terms and provisions of this-

article, shall have the following powers and,dutiea:

(a) To develop standards and procedures for the Certification

of educational personnel.

(131 To promulgate appropriate rules and regulations.

(c) To issue credentials upon certification to the State

Board' of Education.

(d) To provide leadership and to coordinate resources for the

improvement of.teacher education.

(e) To establish advisory committees consisting or representativea

from varioiat elements ok the teaching profession related to each subject

specialiiation which will help formulate perfprmance standards for general

teaching and other educational specialties.

(f) To develop and recommend to the Legislature for its approval

alternative ways in which to demonstrate qualifications.for licensing which

are adapted to individual differences in candidates, preparingA.nstitutions,

and performance requirements, while at the same time protecting against

incompetence.

(g) dejectivel independently verifiable standards of

_
:measurement and evaluation of teaching competence as it relates,to teacher'

licensing.

6 6
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(4) To develop new or
employ'existing.objective,examinations

as.a Meagure of subject matter knowledge for the purpose of ceftifiing ed-

ucationarpersonnel.

(i) To develop objective standards for the identification of

specialist teachers.

;
(3) 'To mOnitor_and evaluate the results of its actiOn,as it

ytlats to the performance.of teacnerit licensed under this article.
..' .

(k) To develop and recammend'to the LegislatOte for.its con-'

sideration, any necessary or desirable legislation to require the continuing

eduCation of certified
personnell.and the issuance of life credentials.

4.

6 t
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APPENDIX B .Stull Act, Article 5.5

4
4

Article 5.5 Evaluation and Assessment of
Performance Of Certificated Emplbyees

13485. It is the iAtent qf the Legislature to establish a uniform systed

of, evaluation and assessment of :the ,performarice of detificated pert:611nel

within each school diStrict of the state. The system shall involve the

development and adoption by each school district of obje6tive evaluation

;$,

and assessment guidelines.

13486. In the develomment,and adoption of these guidelines and procedures,74,

the governingboard shall avail itself of:tht advice, of'the certificated,-
. ,

inttructional personnel in the dittrict's organization' of CertifiCated,

,,-personnel,
',110

13487: The governing board of,each school disfirict shall develop. and

. PAapt specific evaluationand Assessment guidelines which_shall include

.but shall not necessarily be limited in content .ta the following elements:

(a) n. The eitablishment of standards of -expected student progress

fn each area of study and of technitlues for.the astiesament afthat-progress.

(b) Assessment of certificated perSonnel competende,as it relates

to theestablithed'standards.'

A

(c) Assessment of ather=dut,ies normally reqUired to be per-

farmed by certificated emPlaye04 as an*Aunct to their regulanssignmehts.

(d), The establihext or7:piacedures S]nd techniques for as7

cert*ini g>thot"Ahe ceifi cat ,emplayee is maintaining proper rntr91 and

is_priservil* .4:.Buiteikhrea0044gmg environment..

,13488 .' '.EVE4ation *Ad absessment Made Pursuant to.this article, shall be
e,

.red4ced to:writing and 6,10.py thereof Shall be transmit* to ,the certifiCated- ,

.

.

'eOployee%notliTter than .60 daysbefore the end-of eac)i schaol year in which
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Appendix B: (continue0

the evaluation takea place. The certificated employee shall have the,right

to initiate a written reaction or response to the 'evaluation: Such response

shall become a permanent attachment to the employee's personnel file. Before

the end of the school year,a, meeting shall be held between the certificated

Jiersonnel and the evaluator to discuss the evaluation.

13489. .Evaluation and assessment of the performanCe of each certificated

employee shall be made on a continuing basis, at least once.each school

year for probationary persoAel, and at least every other, year Mi.' persoAnel

with permanent status. The evaluation shall include, recommendations, if

necessary, as to areas of improvement in the performance of the employee.
,r

In the event an employee is not performing his duties in a Satisfactory

manner according to the standards prescribed by the governing board,,the

employing authority shall notify the employee in writing of such fact and

describe such unsatisfactory performance. The employing authority shiql.

thereafter confer with the employee making"specific recommendations as to

areas ofimprovement in the employee's performappe and endeavor to.assist

him in such performance

Sec. 41. Sections 1 to 39 of this act shall become4operative on

the 61st day after the i'fnal adjournment of the 1972 Regular Session of 4

thc Legislature.

Sec. 42. Article 5'(commencing with Section 13401) and Article 5.5

(commencing with Section 13485). of Chapter 2 of Division 10 of the:Educatiod

Code shall not apply.to certificated employees in communit"y colleges if

Senate Bill No. 696 or Assembly Bill No. 3032 is enacted at the 1971 RIgular

Session oAhe-Legislature.

NOTE:'

Article 5.5 became efective September 1, 1972.
Sections 1 through 39 will become effective on the 61st day after adjourn-

,' -ment of the veto sessioe of the 1972 Legislature.
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APPENDIX C Conference Attendees

Baird, John:t Chancellor's Office

Borg, Walter: Utah State University.

Boyd, William:'-BureaU oi,Teacher Education,Jiew YorkiState EduVion Department

s

Btaun, Frederick: University of,H4Naii

Bush,'Robert7: Stanford Research and Development Cetiker

Ni Vince; American Institute foTHHesearch Stanford
-*

ext

"

Collins Carter: Office'of Economic Opportunity

Cronbach, Lee: Stanford Univareity

Cross;'James G. M.D.,

Delevan, Frank. Department Finance

Finley, Carmen: American Institute for Research
,

Fisher, William:' Superintendent.of Schools,cOrinda Union Elementary,
.Orinda, California

ak.
4

Foster, Marcus: Superintendent, Oakland City,pnified.Schools.

. ,
Gagne, Robert M: Center-Behavioral Sciences, Stanford

Gatheral, Maryann: RePresenting,UniversiiY of California(teaching at Davis)

Goodland, John: Dean, GradUate School of Education U.C.L.A.

Gordon, Garford: C.T.A.

Hedden, Thomas:. Association California School Administrators

Hunt, Herold C.: Professor Enerittis, Harvard

Johnson, Charles: ,J'aiversity of Georgia

Johnson, Ken: PrOfessor of, Education, Berkeley

. ,Ievin Henry: Stanford'Uniyersity

Lindgren, Richard: Nat. Ed. Prog. Association

McDonald, Director, Division:of Education Studies; ETS.

Chairman, Teacher Education Regearch,School
. ,

Marderostan, Haig: Profesior, University of Massachusetts

.7 0
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Appendix C. '(continued)

Mayrofer, Albert: Asst. to Dean, School of Education, University of
South Carolina

Minnie, Doug: Representing University of California, Council on Teacher
- Education, Head of Teacher Education, U.C. Davis

Newcomer, Lee: President, La Verne-College
tr,

Rosenshine, Bard: University of Illinois

Silvaroli, Nick:, Arizona State University (Tempe

SorensOn, Philip: Stanford Research Institute

Stallings, Jane: Stanford Reseqrch Insiiute

Teilhet, Raoul California Federation of Teachers

Vanderpool, J. Alden: California TeacherS Association

Vasquez, James: Contemporary Research Inc.

Wilcox, Mary: Stanford Research Institute

Knispel, Margaret: National Ed. Association, Instruction,& Professional
Development, Washington, D. C.

Commission for Teacher Preparation & Licensing

Commission Members:

Cain, Leo

Crow, Kathleen

t

Evans Eunice

Gteen, J. Stanley

Johnson,'Marcell

Johnson, Paulette

Ma0,inez, Daniel

Stewart, Mary Ann

11;
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Staff:.

Guatafson,.George A.

Ringis B. H. .

Mac Nair, C. li'ichard


